
I have sometimes portrayed myself on this site as someone of knowledge or wisdom, or even a
shaman. I actually believe those things, to some extent. But I'm not a person who should be
looked up to as living what a human life ought to, or could, ideally be. If I was, then I would not
have a tangram that unboxed itself into my house and grows ominously vague when
approached.

Okay, enough of that
dissociative amnesia is the topic

I am having something of an issue emotionally trying to figure out what to do with a couple of
events in my life, (this, human, life, not the other ones) and the core issue of these events is that
they are completely in pieces - my memories of them are very scrambled.

the issue I have...is that no matter how hard I try, I cannot decide what really happened during
these events, because based on the portions that I remember, I come to different hypothesizes,
or assumptions...
but this always changes, because the memories even , that parts that I've kept, it's like I have a
tangram which is supposed to have some sort of solution to how the pieces show be arranged,
but...
I never have all of the tangram, I only have a portion of it, and that portion that I have sometimes
changes for a different portion and I know they are the pieces of the same tangram, but I can't
get them together all at one time, so to speak.

so maybe it sounds like I ought to just set it aside, but I can't. because the events involving this
dissociative amnesia, the handful of them, have made such an extreme impression on me that I
have, every so often, hours of time where I can't do anything but basically be confronted by the
confusion of the flashbacks and the frustration at my inability to ever truly be able to make
sense of them and decide what they mean, or what I am willing to accept they may mean (or not
mean), or what they may mean regardless of my willingness to accept - that I will never know!

I wish, I really do, that I could say, well I will just decide for the sake of my personality or sanity
ect that it was "X" and stick with that, then I can let it go. But I can't; when they want to come in
they don't knock on my forehead, they rise from the grave.

after one of these events, my life was never the same, and I was so shocked that I decided to
never consider it again in any other context than that thing that never happened. I did not for a
second truly believe this was the appropriate trailhead for "The Truth", But I tried to adopt the
narrative that the fragments of memory were all effectively meaningless and better off cast aside
as the refuse of unadulterated delusion.

The problem was my own mind seemed to protest that. there would be so many nights that I
could not sleep - not because I was awake doing anything else, but because I could not do
anything but remember and remember, in a very upsetting way.  I'd be forced to confront again



and again the very real possibility that my memories repeated because they had occurred and
were as shocking as their emotional packages implied.

and forced to confront its alternative, that the picture I was forming with the tangrams would
always be nothing more than the shape I was willing to keep in my bedroom at night, and that
the facsimile would offend both it and me.

at some point I did what I often do with unsupervised truths or insistent falsehoods. I tell myself I
can't be sure. Usually in those cases, further evidence emerges eventually.

if it had only been once, I suppose I could have dealt with that, but now there are a small
handful of relatively big events for which my memories are utterly in pieces.

it's not like I'm always stuck riding the carousol,
but when I find myself riding a plastic horse and looking out at a dizzying swirl,
I can't really get off until the ride stops.
it's just me and some of those tangram pieces, there is nothing else on the ride. there is no
getting off...if you see what I am saying

I can't seem to avoid triggering it from time to time. And I've said, okay, maybe I can just accept
I've solved it for myself even if it's against my nature not to be able to consult the solution written
in ink at the back of the book

but that didn't work either. choosing to choose didn't work, and choosing to leave it open doesn't
help. because whatever I do, ultimately the wet scar seems to never heal around the skin at all,
and I do see why.

my nature is to find the truth, and that means if I'm going to have to disqualify any plausible
alternatives to my hypothesis in a way that eliminates any doubt.
I can't do that either.

so, this is becoming an issue for me. and I wonder if anyone has any advice. the traumatic
component is in both the memories' content and the deafening court trial in my head that takes
place with a prosecutor, a defense, and a jury, all arguing over

With:
No definitive answer,

No fixed stationary memories - they are state dependant - I never have them all in memory at
once,

No professional who could possibly be of any benefit or help, whatsoever,

No friends to talk to about it, ( there is 1, and only 1, actually)



Tangible evidence that is present and persuasive but not in and of itself compelling enough to
prove a hypothesis correct

A consciousness that is not persuaded by 'pin the tail on the narrative'

and, emotionally overwhelming sensitivity - one that is painfully immediate when memories do
decide to play themselves. and also one that is also personally invested in the outcome either
way. I can't betray my truth-seeking nature, and I have a tangram solution I can't ever see in
print. And I can't get rid of the tangram shapes or throw them or give them away.

when you have this issue, what do you do?

yes, I can live with this uncertainty, I think, but at the same time, sometimes, it seems like almost
too much to bear, my inability to get this vulnerability a little less volatile . It is too closely
intertwined with my nature. as a spiritual awareness possessing a human heart, and as deeply
analytical shuffler of shapes, this conundrum is as the handle to an obnoxiously obvious,
obsequiously sealed (snickering?) door.

I have sometimes portrayed myself on this site as someone of knowledge or wisdom, or even a
shaman. I actually believe those things, to some extent. But I'm not a person who should be
looked up to as living what a human life ought to, or could, ideally be. It would be downright
irresponsible of me to assert so, given what I am telling you now. If I was lao tzu or buddha,
perhaps I'd say that non-attachment to these psychic traumas would be the only path to free
myself from them.

but if I was wise enough to practice non-attachment, I don't know why I would have ended up
here in the first place, and I like having had somewhere to go.
I like my entire life story, I even like the recently erected spooky haunted house attraction, but
the thing is the cemetery of memories has become a procession of ghosts that won't negotiate
being laid to rest unless I can tell them how they died.

...

that's all. I only put this here because there's a possibility somebody may understand what I'm
saying, and maybe they will say something that inspires me. if not...well...some people will learn
something new about the kinds of stomach aches in store for these guys, at least.

[youtube]https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2ACJkafELA&t=1s[/youtube]


